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Tree dogwood dead

Alan Majchrowicz/Getty Images Canadian bunchberry (also known simply as bunchberry or dwarf cornea) is one of two subshrubs in this group. It is a member of the Chamaepericlymenum subgeneration and is a very low in-growth plant that spreads to rhizomes. It has glossy dark green leaves with noticeable veins. White flowers give way to red fruits at the end of summer, which are edible for humans.
Autumn color foliage red to purple. Native area: North America, Greenland, Northeast Asia Growth Areas: 2 to 7Height: 4 to 6 inches Resurrection Impact: Part of the shadow of Matt Anker /Getty Images Also known as bloodtwig kid or European kid, this kind of vertically leafy shrubs with multiple stems. A member of the subspecies Of Swida, the fruits of this plant should not be eaten by humans. Its leaves
are elliptical for an oval shape, and dull white flowers in late spring give way to toxic blue-black fruits in August. Autumn foliage is sometimes attractive red-purple. Young plants may have attractive red stems, but this sometimes disappears to dull green in mature plants. You'll probably need to prune common dogwood every year (or maybe even more) to keep it in check, as it can spread. Native area: West
Asia and EuropeUSDA Growth Areas: 4 to 7Height: 8 to 15 feet; Some varieties dwarfSun exposure: Full sun to part of the shade of Neil Holmes /Getty Images Cornel cherry (also known as european cornea) is a large shrub or small tree that is one of the earliest woody flower plants each year. This species produces yellow flowers that bloom in early spring before the leaves appear. The oval leaves are
about 4 inches long, and the fruit turn cherry red in midsummer. You can collect the fruits of this tree as soon as it is ripe and dropped to the ground, and use it to make liqueurs, jams, desserts, pickles and sauces. Autumn color is not very ostentatious. Home Area: Europe and West Asia USDA Growing zones: 5 to 8Height: 15 feetSun Impact: Full Sun to part of the shade garden Photo World / Georgianna
Lane / Getty Images When many people think of the kid, this is the plant they imagine. Blossoming kinky wood is a small decisticum tree blooming with white, pink or red flowers in early spring; it's a north Carolina state tree. Blossoming quiche has a low branched habit with a flat crown. Dark green leaves, 3 to 6 inches long, turn attractive red in autumn. This is a good sample of wood for a place with acidic
soil and afternoon shade. This species and Pacific kichya wood are prone to anthraconosis of the dog tree, which can be controlled by pruning the affected branches. You can avoid landing where intermission is known to be a problem. Note: You should not eat fruit plants like this is considered slightly toxic. Native area: Eastern North America USDA zones: 5 to 8Height: 15 to 20 feet tallSun impact: Full sun
to part of the shade Continue up to 5 of 12 below. Masahiro Nakano/a.collectionRF/Getty Images Also known as Chinese Kidwood, Korean Ki Dog, or Japanese Japanese Kousa is a small deciduous tree or multi-stage shrub. It produces a plentiful display of yellowish-green flowers in spring and pinkish-red berries in summer. Autumn color magenta to red. This shrub has a tan or gray bark, which has a
mottled, exfoliated texture that can be very attractive in winter. The lower branches should be pruned to improve the appearance of the bark. Native area: East Asia (Japan, Korea, China, Taiwan)USDA Growing zones: 5 to 8Height: 15 feetSun Exposition: Full sun to part of the shade S / Getty Images Also known as the northern swamp kid, the gray kid is a deciduous shrub that forms overgrown as
underground rhizomes spread. White flowers appear in late spring, leading to white berries in summer - they are edible for birds, but should not be eaten by humans. Dark green leaves have the shape of a spear and in autumn turn into a purple-red color. Look for this species to have a new bark that is orange-brown every year. As the bark ages, it fades to a gray color. Native area: Eastern North America
USDA Growing zones: 4 to 8Height: 10 to 15 feetSubgenera: Swida J. Maughn / Flickr / CC By 2.0 Mountain Kid (sometimes known as pacific kid) is a medium-sized deciduous tree that has excellent tolerance for shady places and dry, drought. It is often considered the western version of the flowering oxide, but with this plant, white flowers are quite large and the autumn color is yellow, orange or red.
Small fruits are bright orange or red. As a flowering dog, this plant is quite susceptible to the disease of antranos ki dog tree; check with the local authorities before planting it as it can be discouraged. Native terrain: Western North America (British Columbia, California, Idaho, Oregon, Washington) Growth Zones: 7 to 8Height: Usually 15 to 50 feet; Sometimes 75 feet or more Reattached: Full sun to part of
the shade izzzy71 / Getty Images Various common names for this plant will help you define it. Also known as an alternative leaf toss, this plant is one of the very few kiders that have leaves arranged alternately rather than in opposite positions on the stems. It is usually a multi-stage deciduous shrub, although it can take the form of a small tree with proper pruning. Branches are formed in layers, and the
crown is flat, suggesting the pagoda. The 'Argentea' variety is a beautiful motley variety. Native area: East North America USDA Growth Zones: 4 to 8Height: 15 to 25 feet highIndehis: Full sun to part of the shade Continue to 9 of 12 below. ElrondPeredhil/Getty Images This medium-sized shrub, also known as red osier kizh wood, will stand out in your landscape with stems that start to blush in late summer
or early autumn. Over time, the shadow continues to lighten up until won't become a very red winter, providing the perfect contrast with the snowy or bare landscape. In spring, the stems turn green again. Dark green leaves develop through red and orange before becoming purple in the White flowers are not very significant, but white drupe/berries are attractive for birds. Native area: North America USDA
Growing zones: 3 to 7Height: 6 to 12 FeetSun Impact: Full Sun to Part of the Shadow dan Mullen /Flickr/CC By 2.0 Feel the rough hair found on the leaves in this form and you'll see why it's called a rough leaf kiya. This is another kind of Cornus that can do well in your shadier spots, although there will be more flowers and fruit if it is planted in a place that gets full sunlight. It can also form colonies in your
yard through suckers. Although commonly found in humid places in the wild, this species also has a good tolerance for dry conditions once the plants are installed. Native area: Eastern North America USDA Growing zones: 5 to 8Height: 6 to 15 feetSun Exposition: Full sun to part of the shadow of Melissa McMasters / Flickr / CC By 2.0 Stiff Kid (also known as swamp kid) is a large shrub or small tree. The
fruits on this shrub are a brilliant shade of blue. Small white flowers appear in clusters called kimami and have an unpleasant smell. Autumn color is attractive burgundy red or purple. Native area: Eastern and Southeastern U.S. USDA Growing zones: 4 to 9Height: 15 to 25 feetSun impact: Full sun to part of the shade of Dieter Hopf / Getty Images Swedish Cornel is another subshrub that has dark purple
flowers and white bracts. It grows best in wet places and is often found in marshland. Also known as bunchberry, dwarf cornea, or swamp bunchberry, it is a common plant in the Arctic, tundra-like terrain. It is rarely planted in landscapes, except in mountainous alpine gardens. Native area: Arctic regions of Europe, Asia and North America USDA Growing zones: 2 Height: 8 InchesInet Exposure: Full sun to
part of the shade Each of these species of kid can be accessed in a variety of varieties that offer unique features such as dwarf size, mottled leaf color, or unusual ship or stem color. Dogwoods are some of the best trees and shrubs to ensure a round-the-table interest, from early spring flowers to red summer berries to shiny autumn flowers. But they perform their best when planted in moist, fertile soil; and
in a place with a dappled light. When conditions are not ideal, they may be susceptible to a wide range of bacterial and fungal problems. Spot anthrax, patches of septoria leaves, and powdered mold are all common conditions that can affect the leaves of the kidors. Root rot and canker disease can occur when conditions are too humid. The scale of insects and borax is the most common pest affecting kizh.
Avoid over-fertilizing your plant with nods, as this can cause the leaves to burn can even kill a plant. Well-balanced soils may not require fertilizer at all; however, where soils lack nutrients, use a slow-release fertilizer with the right balance for the tod. Slow release of general purpose balanced fertilizer with a ratio of 16-4-9 nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium potassium Recommended. Recommended.
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